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Abstract
This paper examines how the combined prism of contemporary art and the notion of atmosphere may offer alternative perspectives
on our encounters with places and practices of surveillance. Specifically, this article investigates the atmospheres of surveillance
surfacing in the video installation Safe Conduct (2016a) by British contemporary artist Ed Atkins. The artwork recreates the wellknown situation of going through an airport security check. Through a combination of visual narrative and a soundscape blending
the sounds of the conveyor belt and X-ray machines with heavy breathing and Ravel’s Boléro, the work builds up an uncanny
anticipation of something awful. Death and violence linger at its edges, and a disquieting atmosphere fills the exhibition space. The
objective of the article is twofold: First, it explores the shifting and ambiguous atmospheres produced by contemporary surveillance
practices through an immersive reading of the artwork Safe Conduct. Second, and connected to the first, it offers an experimental
methodology of written vignettes responding to the embodied, aesthetic experience of atmospheres of surveillance. The article
concludes that being more sensitive to the atmospheres of surveillance in our environment can give us a space to think critically
about how these atmospheres affect us, how they are absorbed bodily, and how they attune our being: how surveillance is “in the
air.”

Introduction
I open the door and walk into the exhibition space. The relatively small room contains nothing but a threechannel video installation, monitors mounted in the center of the room as if they were large information
screens of arrivals and departures in a modern airport. The scale and the vantage point encourage a
sensation that the monitors are looming over me. On the screens, three related video narratives of a digital
avatar in an airport security situation unfold, accompanied by the repetitive score of Ravel’s Boléro. The
sound of the music fills the room; the human voice of the digital protagonist is humming along with it. His
piercing gaze draws me in. His body is beaten up, de-composed, de-humanized; purple bruises mark his
yellow skin. It is a disturbing vision, a strangely familiar double staring back at me.
British contemporary artist Ed Atkins (b. 1982 in Oxford, UK) is currently attracting attention for works
centering on bodily experience and human existence in the digital age. Safe Conduct (2016a) is a mixed
media work comprised of a three-channel, high-definition (HD) video installation running in a loop, an
audioscape, and a pamphlet of writing available for visitors to pick up.1 The videos combine computer
generated imagery (CGI footage) of a digital avatar caught in a purgatory loop within the airport security
check, with fragments of existing footage depicting workers at a sausage factory. When using CGI, Atkins
1 Atkins’s artworks often contain traces or fragments of writing, which form a significant part of his art practice along

with video, drawing, and performance.
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works with 3D models that can be modified, and the digital surrogate who figures as the protagonist of the
work is partly modeled on the artist’s own features using face animation software, bringing to the forefront
the strong tension between technology and corporeality that runs throughout the work.2 The video
installation recreates a situation well-known to many: the airport security check. This familiarity is further
underlined by the music: Maurice Ravel’s Boléro (1928), one of the best-known pieces of classical music
in history. However, the combination of the video narratives of this beat-up, uncanny digital surrogate with
the rhythms, repetitions, sounds, shifts in intonation, and increasing intensity in the music builds up an
anticipation of something awful.
Death and violence linger at the edges of the work, a sinister and disquieting atmosphere fills the exhibition
space. I sense anxiety, claustrophobia, fear. Rather than the feelings of safety so desired by a culture of
control and surveillance, Safe Conduct’s de-familiarized airport security routine makes me feel unsettled,
paranoid. Something (a catastrophe) has happened, or is about to happen, or both. There is violence and
aggression here. I can’t shake off his bloodshot gaze, the dirty nails, the texture of his skin, his chilling
smile; it sticks to me.

Figure 1: Ed Atkins’ Safe Conduct (2016a). Three-channel HD video with 5.1 surround sound. Duration: nine
minutes and five seconds on a loop. Courtesy of the artist; Galerie Isabella Bortolozzi, Berlin; Cabinet Gallery,
London; Gavin Brown’s Enterprise, New York; Rome and dépendance, Brussels.

Safe Conduct speaks of a culture of surveillance and control experienced routinely by many of us every time
we travel, only this digital avatar takes the shape of a nightmarish dark double, animating the violence of
the surveillance machine. The work brings forth the ambiguities and complicities of surveillance practices
in a time when security, control, and risk management are at the top of the political agenda, along with rapid
technological developments and the buzz surrounding big data, algorithms, and artificial intelligence (AI).
In the field of surveillance studies, David Lyon (2007: 14) has defined surveillance broadly as “the focused,
systematic and routine attention to personal details for purposes of influence, management, protection or
direction.” Since the turn of the twenty-first century, surveillance practices and technologies have become
2

This type of facial motion capture technology, Faceshift, works by capturing the user’s facial expressions and
gestures through the camera on their computer. Then the digital 3D model is mapped with the same facial movements.
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increasingly fluid and embedded in our lives, something we all actively partake in. This participatory
surveillance culture, or “the culture of surveillance,” describes how a multiplicity of surveillance practices
and imaginaries have come to define our western “way of life” (Lyon 2018a). In the culture of surveillance,
empowered in new ways by Web 2.0 and “digital modernity,” we are all actively involved (Lyon 2018a).
Surveillance entangles with and co-produces our imaginaries, feelings, dreads, and desires. Lyon (2017:
825) points out that “from being an institutional aspect of modernity or a technologically enhanced mode of
social discipline or control, [surveillance] is now internalized and forms part of everyday reflections on how
things are and of the repertoire of everyday practices.” While advocacy for the role of culture in
understanding contemporary surveillance ranges from attention to cultural practices and social imaginaries
to studies of popular culture, surveillance art, literary imaginaries, and the performative dimensions of
surveillance (see e.g., Brighenti 2010; Falkenhayner 2019; Harding 2018; Levin, Frohne, and Weibel 2002;
Lyon 2017, 2018a, 2018b; Monahan 2011, 2018; McGrath 2004, 2012; Morrison 2016; Nellis 2009;
Kammerer 2008, 2018; Wolthers, Vujanovic, and Östlind 2016; Zimmer 2015), the importance of studying
surveillance from cultural and aesthetic perspectives is gaining increased focus. Within this “cultural turn”
in surveillance studies, there is a call for studies of the cultural imaginaries of surveillance, the emotions
and affects expressed and embodied in works of art and popular culture (Kammerer 2018). With this article,
I contribute to the work of mapping the diversity of affects, moods, and atmospheres of surveillance, and I
do so specifically from the perspective of contemporary art.
Referring to contemporary surveillance culture in a survey of the emerging genre of “surveillance art,”3
Andrea M. Brighenti (2010: 185) has made the precise observation that “surveillance produces not only
social control but also an ideoscape and a landscape of moods.” This idea is further expanded in Nicole
Falkenhayner’s (2019) recent work, where she shows how CCTV surveillance and its images entangle with
the imaginaries and affective experiences of being under surveillance in present day Great Britain. Notably,
Falkenhayner (2019: 161) finds that new affects, feeling-states, and moods emerge in contemporary
lifeworlds of “being captured” by CCTV, influencing our collective and personal subjectivization . Similarly
attentive to the “landscape of moods” of surveillance, I explore surveillance culture as containing and coproducing atmospheres. Specifically, I pay attention to how atmospheres can be deliberatively staged
(Böhme 2013, 2017; Bille, Bjerregaard, and Sorensen 2015; Zumthor 2006) and to how surveillance is
perceived and experienced in works of art. Paying attention to the staging and manipulation at work in the
production of atmospheres does not mean that planned effects necessarily will occur or should be understood
in a simple one-to-one relationship. Essentially, atmospheres are dependent on a perceiving subject (Böhme
1993). Moreover, different bodies might perceive and experience atmospheres in various ways (Ahmed
2010, 2014). However, an attention to staging does entail the assertion that an awareness of the manipulation
at work can help us improve our “atmospheric competence,” our ability to critically consider the
atmospheres at work and how they might influence us (Griffero 2018). This matters because, as the German
phenomenologist Gernot Böhme (2013: para. 3) observes, “atmospheres are involved wherever something
is being staged, wherever design is a factor—and that now means: almost everywhere.” This article explores
“atmospheres of surveillance” specifically in relation to aesthetic experience: how surveillance is created,
perceived, and experienced in the artwork. Thus, this article offers a phenomenologically inspired analysis
of atmospheres of surveillance in contemporary art. This adds to a body of work on atmospheres of
surveillance which includes studies from the perspective of cultural geography and security studies; studies
on the engineering of “affective atmospheres” within spaces of aeromobilty (Adey 2008; Adey et al. 2013;
Bissel, Hynes, and Sharpe 2012); studies on the “affective atmospheres of surveillance” produced by CCTV
from the perspective of social psychology (Ellis, Tucker, and Harper 2013); and work done on the strategic
and aesthetic production of atmospheres of surveillance from the perspective of rhetorical and security
studies (Ott, Bean, and Marin 2016).

3 In Brighenti’s (2010: 137) broad definition, “surveillance art” designates “every contemporary artwork that in some

way hints to or deals with topics, concerns and procedures that fall within the interest of surveillance studies.” This
includes artistic explorations and approaches to surveillance “from the overtly political, through the cynical, to the
playful” (Brighenti 2010:137).
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My suggestion is that thinking about the lived, embodied experience of surveillance through the lens of
contemporary art can make various atmospheres of surveillance more explicit to us. We can experience
them in the artworks. Hence, my underlying argument is that contemporary art can offer important
perspectives on what goes on in the present, as it is happening, and provide knowledge of our lived
experience with surveillance. Art and other cultural products can reveal to us our lives under surveillance
(McGrath 2004). Moreover, as surveillance is embedded in our lifeworld in new ways, affecting our lived
experience differently than before, we should turn to artworks not merely for illustrations of this
development but as sites of knowledge in their own right. Artworks can open up new insights, “readjust
what a person is or is not able to feel, understand, produce and connect” (Hickey-Moody 2013: 88).
Following from this, the objective of this paper is twofold: First, it sets out to map and explore the shifting
and ambiguous atmospheres of contemporary surveillance practices through a close reading of the artwork
Safe Conduct. Second, and connected to the first, it offers an experimental methodology of written vignettes
responding to the embodied, aesthetic experience of atmospheres of surveillance. The vignettes offer
impressionistic sketches attentive to the affective atmospheres and rhythms experienced while encountering
the artwork. My ambition is that, by absorbing and performing the atmospheres of Safe Conduct, the
vignettes make an embodied experience of the artwork available for the reader. Accordingly, the
methodology is intimately linked to an understanding of surveillance as atmospheric and forms a vital part
of this piece’s contribution to the existing work on surveillance.
In the following sections, I start with an introduction to the concept of atmosphere and some of its
methodological challenges before turning to an immersive reading of the artwork Safe Conduct. I explore
how an atmosphere of surveillance is invoked in Safe Conduct through rhythms, repetitions, sounds, colors,
and the feelings evoked in the spectator when experiencing the artwork. As a material structure, the airport
security check is a space that regulates, inspects, and controls bodies, movements, and behavior (Aaltola
2005; Adey 2008; Bissel, Hynes, and Sharpe 2012; Hall 2015; Parks 2007; Urry et al. 2016). Thus, it
illuminates the materiality of control and surveillance as bodily experienced atmospheres. Finally,
proceeding from the analysis of the artwork, I conclude with a discussion of how the concept of
“atmospheres of surveillance” can expand our understanding of the implications of lived surveillance today.
Atmospheres: Entering the Field of the In-Between
“So I went out into the nervous system of the air.”—Joshua Clover (2006: 44)
Originally referring to meteorological phenomena and the weather, “atmosphere” comes from modern Latin
atmosphæra, which derives from the Greek ἀτμός (vapor) and σϕαῖρα (ball, sphere). The word gained usage
in English in the mid-seventeenth century (Oxford English Dictionary Online 2019). From the late
eighteenth century onwards, atmosphere has been used figuratively to describe moods, feelings, and senses
that are “in the air,” suggesting that we experience atmospheres as something shared that can be sensed in
our surroundings through the body (Böhme 2017: 2; Frølund 2016: 30). In an academic context, the notion
of “atmosphere” is closely linked to phenomenology and aesthetics as well as to the “affective turn” in the
social sciences and humanities (Griffero 2018). Work on atmosphere has been particularly productive in the
last two decades or so, although it is a question of somewhat parallel discussions.4
Atmospheres belong to the field of the “in-between”: in-between the immaterial and material, subject and
object, private and shared. Furthermore, much writing on the topic circles around the idea of atmosphere as
something we perceive bodily, as being “in the air” and having an environmental and spatial dimension. For
example, Teresa Brennan (2004: 1) asks the rhetorical question: “Is there anyone who has not, at least once,
walked into a room and ‘felt the atmosphere’?” And Tonino Griffero (2018: 11) notes that “[w]e often say
that ‘there is something in the air’ or that ‘there is something brewing’…. An atmosphere can therefore,
4 This is partly due to the interdisciplinary interest in the subject and, to some extent, to the lack of English translations

of, for example, the full work of the German philosophers Gernot Böhme and Hermann Schmitz (Bille 2018; Brink
2013) and the closely related French discussion on “ambiance” (Adey et al. 2013).
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paradoxically, be everything and nothing, a bit like ‘air’.” The paradox of determining the status of
atmosphere is thoroughly dealt with by philosopher and phenomenologist Gernot Böhme (1993, 2006, 2013,
2017). In this article, I primarily draw upon his conceptual framework and his notion of atmosphere as an
aesthetic, sensuous experience taking place in between subject and object (Böhme 1993: 114).
Simultaneously, I acknowledge atmospheres as shared, collective feelings or affects (e.g., Ahmed 2014;
Anderson 2009, 2014; Brennan 2004; Schmitz 2017) and consider “atmospheres of surveillance” as a lens
through which we can identify how we engage with and are affected by the surveillance practices embedded
in our everyday lives and environments.
In what follows, I will unfold Böhme’s (1993, 2013, 2017) key points on the notion of atmosphere to
establish the theoretical ground for my own analysis and discussion. Böhme (2017) has written extensively
on the notion of atmospheres in relation to a wide array of topics including art, architecture, urban planning,
stage design, and politics. According to Böhme (2013, 2017), atmospheres can involve intentionality and
be deliberatively produced, which, in my view, makes atmospheres a particularly fertile concept for
capturing the many different shapes of our engagement with surveillance today. Böhme distinguishes
between atmospheres as something “out there” and moods as something that belongs to the interiority of
the self.5 Hence, a quality of atmospheres is that they can bring us into a certain mood, which is why the
concept is useful for trying to convey the experience of Safe Conduct: how the artwork deeply affected my
mood in the gallery and continued to haunt me for weeks (Böhme 2017). But first, I want to turn to the
paradoxical status of atmospheres, the in-betweenness. In Böhme’s (1993: 114) early writing on the subject,
he seeks to determine the ontological status of atmospheres, pointing out that we are “not sure whether we
should attribute them to the objects or environments from which they proceed or to the subjects who
experience them.” We are not even sure where they are, as they “seem to fill the space with a certain tone
of feeling like a haze” (Böhme 1993: 114). However, he argues, if we turn to the phenomenological
approach of looking at the use of the word in everyday speech, we find a rich language for describing
atmospheres and how they affect our mood; they can be oppressive, tense, frightening, homely, safe, erotic,
etc., and the fact that we have a rich and precise vocabulary for describing them reveals that the phenomenon
in itself exists as a shared experience (Böhme 1993: 113). Secondly, Böhme (1993) secures the ontological
status of atmospheres using German philosopher Hermann Schmitz’s ([1964] 2017) philosophy of the body.
Schmitz ([1964] 2017) argues against the subject/object dichotomy in western philosophy and does not
consider atmospheres to be the projections of subjects’ private feelings and moods onto the environment,
but instead understands feelings as atmospheres distributed in space—they surround us, can seize or move
us, and are experienced spatially through the body (Wolf 2017: 15). Thus, atmospheres are “affective powers
of feeling, spatial bearers of moods” (Böhme 1993: 119). Consequently, atmospheres should be understood
as something in-between subject and object: dependent on the subject sensing and perceiving them as well
as on the object(s), other persons, and environments from which the atmosphere radiates (Böhme 1993:
121–122).6 Accordingly, atmospheres are characterized by being “something out there”: quasi-objective,
they are “the common reality of the perceiver and the perceived” (Böhme 1993: 122).
Of particular interest here is the double perspective Böhme (2017: 2) takes on atmospheres, namely that
they can be “approached in two different ways: either from a perception aesthetics or a production aesthetics
viewpoint” (emphasis added). Artists, architects, landscape gardeners, and stage designers all work with the
craft of producing atmospheres. They possess a “tacit knowledge” of how to produce atmospheres across
genres and mediums (Böhme 2017). In this respect, atmospheres involve intentionality—they are
deliberatively produced. However, atmospheres are nothing without a perceiving subject: “atmospheres are
always something spatial, and atmospheres are always something emotional” (Böhme 2017: 2). The quasi5In

an interview with Tonino Griffero, Böhme separates atmospheres from moods (used as a translation for the
German Stimmungen) in the following way: “Stimmungen and Atmospheres are almost the same thing. But if we
talk about terminology, it might be well to distinguish the use of these two words: Atmospheres are ‘out there’, they
[are] a tuned space, while Stimmungen is about your inner ‘feeling’, your Befindlichkeit” (qtd. in Griffero n.d.).
6 Böhme (1993) would say that objects are tuned and radiate into the environment, thus contributing to the creation
of an atmosphere. He calls this “the ecstasies of the thing” (Böhme 1993: 121).
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objective status of atmospheres means that they are “out there,” you can “enter an atmosphere and you can
be surprisingly caught by an atmosphere” (Böhme 2017: 2). Consequently, the craft of producing
atmospheres also entails the power to manipulate. When considering the phenomenon of atmospheres from
the perspective of production aesthetics, Böhme (2013, 2017) uses stage design as the exemplary case: the
art of producing atmospheres through light, sound, requisites, etc.
Nonetheless, his attention to the production perspective risks placing too strong of an emphasis on the
neutrality of the shared experience of atmospheres. I would like to stress the importance of keeping in mind
that atmospheres do not work in a one-to-one relation, and I maintain that, although they have the potential
of being shared in the same way, this is not always the case. Sara Ahmed (2010) reminds us that we might
arrive with an “angle” and, as a result, our own mood will affect how we experience the atmosphere of the
space we arrive in. Moreover, Ben Anderson (2009: 79) highlights how atmospheres are always in the
process of emerging and are reworked in lived experience, “becoming parts of feelings and emotions that
may themselves become elements within other atmospheres.” In addition, different bodies might experience
the same situations in different ways related to factors such as gender, sexuality, race, class, and cultural
background. This poses conceptual and methodological challenges. Furthermore, atmospheres can be
difficult to capture. They hesitate “at the edge of the unsayable” (Anderson 2009: 78). Thus, there are
parallels to the methodological challenges of analyzing affects, which Lisa Blackman (2012: 4) has called
“those registers of experience which cannot be easily seen.” With this in mind, analyzing atmospheres from
a production aesthetics perspective is a matter of attending to the “conditions in which the atmosphere
appears” (Böhme 2013: 3; emphasis added) while remembering that these conditions will not always affect
everyone in the same way.7
When turning to performative, written vignettes to express the embodied experience of Safe Conduct, I draw
on insights from the phenomenology of aesthetic experience of Mikel Dufrenne (1973: 204), who observed
that “the aesthetic object is completed only in the consciousness of the spectator.” Dufrenne (1973: 542)
notes that it is through feeling that we truly perceive an aesthetic object, and art “invites us and trains us to
read expression and to discover the atmosphere which is revealed only to feeling.” I am also inspired by the
exploratory writing practices in recent feminist scholarship that attends to the role of situated, embodied,
and affective experience (Gibbs 2015; Militz and Schurr 2015; Rendell 2010, Stewart 2011). Now, let us
return to the artwork itself. Atkins deliberately works with the in-between of life and technology, physical
and digital corporeality. He explicitly wanted Safe Conduct to make visible the invisible, both with regard
to procedures of control and discipline and in terms of representation and technology (Atkins 2016b).
The Rhythms of the Surveillance Machine
“Something I really want in the work, sort of inherent in the structure of everything; rhythm, rehearsal,
the rise and fall of meaning and affect.”—Ed Atkins (2016b)
Safe Conduct was initially created for the X-room, a small white-cube exhibition space for contemporary
art at the National Gallery of Denmark (SMK). Inside the X-room, the three video screens stand in the center
of the room, which underlines the strong and deliberate resemblance to airport video walls for arrivals and
departures. As a spectator, you look upward at the screens. You move around in the room from one screen
to another at your own pace. The room is completely bare except for the centered screens and the speakers
arranged in its corners. Visitors experience and encounter the work through multiple senses, moving their
bodies around in the work, enclosed by the sounds and the music. The slight differences in action on each
screen of the video triptych demand attention to detail. In each of the three videos, the avatar appears in
partly overlapping scenes, mainly in the airport security check by the luggage carousel, sending objects and
body parts through the scanner to the sound of Maurice Ravel’s Boléro. You cannot see the screens
7

For more in-depth discussions on the methodological challenges of researching atmospheres and affects, see Adey
et al. 2013, Anderson and Ash 2015, and Knudsen and Stage 2015.
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simultaneously, and, while watching one, the audio narratives of the others weave into the soundscape,
drawing you in that direction.
The exhibition pamphlet, “love letters,” is partially read aloud in the videos. The letters take the shape of
confusing fragments of narrative addressed to a “you”—notes on bodily fluids and excrement pondering the
claustrophobic sweat of genitals on an airplane. The voice reading and humming is the human voice of the
artist, standing in as the voice of the avatar. The inhuman qualities of the model are deliberately kept,
simultaneously pointing out the materiality and computer-generated qualities of the model. Atkins was
inspired to make the work after being puzzled by the aesthetics of the safety and security animations in
airports and their seeming innocence. He notes how the cartoon aesthetic of these instruction videos
obscures the symbolic violence of the rituals imposed (Atkins 2016b). Safe Conduct can be situated among
a number of recent artworks exploring the protocols of the post–9/11 airport (Browne 2015), including
Pamela Z’s intermedia Baggage Allowance (2010–2011), Jillian Mayer’s Still Life Scans (2018), Evan
Roth’s ongoing series Art in Airports, Roxy Paine’s hand-carved wooden Checkpoint (2014), and Jitish
Kallat’s The Circadian Rhyme series (2012–2013). These works illuminate our lived experience of airport
security practices and atmospheres of surveillance in various ways. For instance, Kallat explores how the
gestures of the security checkpoint have entered our bodily repertoire. The Circadian Rhyme consists of a
long line of small toy-like figures being searched at the border—raising their arms, spreading their legs,
etc.—bodies ready to be searched and controlled. As is the case with Safe Conduct, The Circadian Rhyme
is both humorous and a chilling reminder of current developments. The title of Atkins’s work, Safe Conduct,
contains a double reference to the title of the 1931 autobiography of Soviet poet and novelist, Boris
Pasternak, which opens with a railway journey and an official state-administered document that affords safe
passage to someone during wartime, conflicts, or other states of emergency (Atkins 2016b). Consequently,
the title brings to mind both with the surveillance state of the Soviet Union and the current state of exception
following the global war on terror. In the exhibition, the atmosphere of the work slowly emerges as you
move around, as the sounds hits your ears, and as your eyes meets the gaze of the digital avatar.
The gallery space is deserted. I am the only one here today. The screen shows the security checkpoint empty
but for a giant naked digital body standing by the wall. Scattered chairs are indications of past events that
remain unrevealed. A battered hand places a gun on the security tray. The sound of Boléro starts. A gigantic,
oversized foot appears. The high beeping of the luggage carousel momentarily drowns out the Boléro; red
lights are blinking. Suddenly, a short shot: two bruised hands clinched in some sort of emergency position.
A MacBook is placed on the tray. The digital avatar is shown from behind. Heavy breathing, short and
intense, the sound of fear or a panic attack. That breathing. A frontal shot. The avatar going mechanically
and arbitrarily into various brace positions, movements resembling the ones airlines instruct travelers to
perform when responding to an emergency inside the aircraft. A large brain is put on a tray. Next follows
a pineapple. A kidney. Empty trays going round and round the carousel to the sound of Boléro. A steaming
hot roasted chicken is carefully placed in a tray. A gun again. Lots of small paper knives. A close-up shot
of a large gun slowly and carefully placed in a tray by the yellowish, battered hand. I notice how the sleeve
of his sweater is stained. Old sticky stains. Suddenly the hands again. The avatar in full-body view, dressed
in a grey jogging suit, completely beaten up, decaying, decomposing, dead or alive, smiling and posing for
me, going into brace positions; Boléro pitching high notes; small mini avatars, all in grey jogging suits,
thrown onto the tray.
The avatar in full-brace position, pulling his eye out, his ear, his nose; a terrifying frontal shot of his face
with dark holes where the eyes and nose used to be; moving; breathing; the rhythm of Boléro; Boléro
building up; small skeletons on the tray; small avatars on the tray; the avatar pulling off his face;
humming; more hands on trays; more organs.
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Figure 2: Ed Atkins’ Safe Conduct (2016a). Three-channel HD video with 5.1 surround sound. Duration: nine
minutes and five seconds on a loop. Courtesy the artist; Galerie Isabella Bortolozzi, Berlin; Cabinet Gallery,
London; Gavin Brown’s Enterprise, New York; Rome and dépendance, Brussels.

How does Safe Conduct create the particular atmosphere filling the exhibition space? From a production
aesthetic point of view, repetition is key to the atmosphere of the work, and it is embedded in the artwork
on several levels. First, the three video narratives are similar, yet not quite the same. This unsettles the
viewer a little, forcing them to try to grasp the variations and differences in the three video projections.
What are we looking for? The similarities activate an inspecting gaze. Second, the repetitive insistence of
the musical piece Boléro (1928) by the famous French twentieth-century composer Maurice Ravel plays a
significant role in the work. Boléro is a modernist piece characterized by its repetition and insistence. The
composition is based on a single theme repeated a number of times without any development besides being
played by various instruments while gradually becoming louder and more intense. This builds up a tension
underpinned by a snare drum until that tension is finally released in the end. Originally composed for a
ballet, Ravel himself underlined the mechanical aspects of the piece, which he envisioned staged in an open
landscape with a factory in the background—the rhythms of his father’s factory (Lanford 2011). Sound is a
particularly effective factor in the creation of atmospheres, and there is something oppressive about the
musical piece that adds to the atmosphere filling the exhibit space—the sound coming at the audience from
speakers at the corners of the room; the repetitive insistence of the music entering our bodies, enveloping
us; the persistence of the rhythm of the snare drum creating a march-like association to war and violence.8
Third, the mechanical and repetitive structure of the music installation is mirrored by the more subtle
reference to Pina Bausch’s modern dance piece Café Müller (1978). This intertextual reference is present in
the surreal tableaus of scattered café chairs in the background of the baggage carousel. In Café Müller, the
setting depicts a modern, urban café. The dancers move about as sleepwalkers, seemingly with no purpose,
repeatedly bumping into the café chairs. Like the airport security check in Safe Conduct, and the theme of
8According

to Michael Lanford (2011: 255), for Ravel’s contemporary audience, the rhythm of the snare drum in
Boléro would be a reminder of war: “For a country only nine years removed from the horrors of the First World War,
however, snare drums, especially in tandem, would more likely evoke memories of military combat, destruction, and
death.”
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Boléro, the café is also a deeply familiar scene, which is why it creates such an uncanny atmosphere invoking
isolation and existential void when taken out of its usual context, stripped of meaningful interaction. A
central scene in Café Müller is a couple dancing, falling apart, and coming back together, endlessly.
Repetition is a core feature of the dance piece, and the loop of Atkins’s video narratives parallels this
repetitive structure. The protagonist in Safe Conduct is taken apart and brought together repeatedly by the
luggage carousel, endlessly bouncing back in shape. The structural affinity between Safe Conduct and Café
Müller is present in the repetitions, the ruptures of violence, and the absence of clear narrative. Both works
bear traces of something that remains unresolved but lurks at the edges, leading to a lack of meaning. The
theme of repetition in Safe Conduct is further expanded by the insertion of found footage from a sausage
factory. In the found footage, the repetitive labor of the factory workers blends together with the machines
and the seemingly endless production of sausage and meat products. These multiple levels of structural
repetition create a sense of entrapment and claustrophobia. The color scheme in Safe Conduct is mainly kept
in bleak shades of grey and pink and yellow flesh, which enhances the atmosphere of isolation, anxiety, and
a dark existential void: humanity and machinery.
The shot slowly circles over the tossed chairs, meekly zooming into a tray on the floor with the avatar’s
head, the head singing along to Boléro in a hollow rattling voice, staring directly at me; now the full body
is on the belt, singing, staring at me with this unsettling gaze; a mini version sliding through the scanner on
a tray, singing; a full body version posing on the tray with obvious pleasure, riding the luggage belt,
enjoying the attention, singing; a close-up of his face, singing and staring aggressively, provocatively; a
shot from inside an aircraft, angle so low that it is close to the floor; more objects and organs on tray; the
avatar inside the aircraft in his seat, putting on a gas mask, buckling up with small, yellowish beaten-up
children’s arms for a seatbelt; Boléro all around me; the aircraft from the outside, against the sky, a
cartoon; the softly colored sky, the little white plane, zooming slowly, caressing the body of the aircraft;
zooming in on the windows; on one window; I meet the gaze of the avatar; he is standing, looking out,
singing. Am I humming too?

Figure 3: Ed Atkins’ Safe Conduct (2016a). Three-channel HD video with 5.1 surround sound. Duration: nine
minutes and five seconds on a loop. Courtesy the artist; Galerie Isabella Bortolozzi, Berlin; Cabinet Gallery,
London; Gavin Brown’s Enterprise, New York; Rome and dépendance, Brussels.
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Choreography of Control
“Why is this [mechanized] dance beautiful? The answer: because it is non-free movement, because the
whole profound point of this dance lies precisely in its absolute, aesthetic subordination, its perfect nonfreedom.”—Yevgeny Zamyatin (2007: 6).
Safe Conduct has been characterized as a “computer-generated slapstick horror ballet security video” by the
artist (Atkins 2016b). The dark humor of the work explores and parallels the tensions and affects produced
by the strange discrepancies between the lightness and fun of safety instruction videos and the security and
risk-management imperatives imposed when travelling (Bissel, Hynes, and Sharpe 2012). Moreover, the
choreography of Safe Conduct invokes the repetitive rhythms of the body as machine, trapped in a loop, inbetween the dead and the living, repeating and rehearsing gestures learned for times of catastrophe. These
rhythms and automatisms of bodily repetition, what Henri Lefebvre (2004) has termed “dressage,” speak to
a conditioning to surveillance culture and an atmosphere of fear. The endless repetition of the brace positions
and positions for searches and control performed by the digital avatar in Safe Conduct is a reminder of how
a new bodily repertoire of movements emerged in the aftermath of 9/11. Lefebvre (2004) directs our
attention to the discourse and ideology running underneath the rhythms of places and bodies. Here we
glimpse how an atmosphere of surveillance emerges, directing our bodies and movements towards specific
purposes, subtly affecting our sense of the environment. Notably, the rehearsal of the brace positions in Safe
Conduct speaks to the logic of perceived threat: rehearsing for the catastrophe, learnt gestures training
bodies for a certain ideological purpose: the management of risk. This is physical training for the atmosphere
of fear, learning through bodily experience that catastrophe is near. Hence, it reveals how, in the name of
security and safety, “bodies are targeted and strategically modulated affectively” (Knudsen and Stage 2015:
4).

Figure 4: Ed Atkins’ Safe Conduct (2016a). Three-channel HD video with 5.1 surround sound. Duration: nine
minutes and five seconds on a loop. Courtesy the artist; Galerie Isabella Bortolozzi, Berlin; Cabinet Gallery,
London; Gavin Brown’s Enterprise, New York; Rome and dépendance, Brussels.
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In the artwork, dressage permeates the rituals of control and surveillance in the security check: take off your
belt, stand in line, wait for your turn, use one tray for your jacket and another for your bag, remove your
shoes, move over for a random search, obey. These gestures and directions for how to behave are, by now,
deeply familiar to most travelers regularly going through airports. The rituals not only imply potential
rhythms of violence (near, here, and future) but also the eternal rehearsal of something other than the
situation itself. What can be glimpsed underneath the dressage of bodies and movement in the airport is the
surveillance machine, the pre-emptive control of bodies and the minute regulation of movements. The
estrangement created by the ceaseless repetition of trays containing objects and body parts going through
the luggage carousel in Safe Conduct further illustrates how the airport security check is the place where, in
the words of Peter Weibel (2002: 207), “the regime of the panoptic principle reigns: everything must be
seen and all must be shown.” This “logic of transparency,” continually set on acquiring new territory of
visibility, is aided by new technologies such as the full-body scan and other techniques which “[lay] bare
the body as revealed truth” (Bissel, Hynes, and Sharpe 2012: 697).
Lisa Parks (2007: 190) has observed how new “close sensing” techniques at airport security checkpoints,
“oriented toward the minute and the personal,” are making “the body visible in new ways.” Consequently,
she finds that airport security has turned into a scene for “acts of disrobing,” where passengers “hurriedly
strips of layers of clothes, remove their shoes and empty out their pockets to avoid further inspection” (Parks
2007: 190). However, in the performance of these rituals, one can notice a difference between the smooth
commuter who never makes any mistakes, perfectly trained for the automatic functioning of power, and the
traveler who interrupts the rhythm of the slickly functioning machine. In this respect, airport rituals become
bodily knowledge that “educates people in the ways of the contemporary world hierarchy” (Aaltola 2005:
262). Hence, the performative dimension of airport behavior enables subjects to prove themselves as selfregulating traveling subjects of the “post- panoptic” kind (Bauman and Lyon 2013; Hall 2015). As a result,
a softer, DIY surveillance complements the airport’s hard edges of security and control, because “travel,
particularly through airports, is as much about self-control as it is about border control” (Browne 2015:
135). The performance at the airport becomes a bodily knowledge, co-producing identities, emotions, and
affects. Through these performances, travelers become complicit in a participatory culture of surveillance
and risk management—“cocreators of a shared reality” where “voluntary transparency” is at the core of the
matter (Hall 2015: 3–8). In this respect, the performance of transparency and the minute regulations of the
airport security check should be viewed in the light of a western participatory surveillance culture where
surveillance practices have become “a way of life” and a repertoire of everyday (bodily) practices (Lyon
2018a). In Safe Conduct, this is taken to the extreme as the self-trusted, post-panoptic subject peels off his
face, eyes, and fingers, and sends his inner organs through the X-ray machine, willingly and mechanically
partaking in the act of revealing it all down to the interior of the body itself. These voluntary acts of disrobing
further speak to the specific position of the traveling avatar, with his expensive MacBook computer, who
seems to be enjoying the privilege of mobility afforded to a western white male of certain means, trusted to
inscribe power upon himself.
Pleasure, too, is present in Safe Conduct, interfering with and adding to the atmosphere of the work. There
are traces of pleasure in repetition and in exposure, present as the digital surrogate is riding the luggage
carousel with a complacent radiance of dark desire. With the avatar’s eager and contagious humming of
Boléro and his provocatively exhibitionist stare while riding the luggage belt, the Janus face of surveillance
appears—not only the controlling gaze from the outside but also the inner desire to be seen, to partake in
surveillance culture—again hinting at the complicity present in contemporary surveillance practices: the
small piece in the machine performing its duties burning with the desire to be seen. In addition, and referring
back to the quote by Atkins (2016b) at the beginning of this section, the work has a vein of dark humor.
Thus, various and partly contradictory affects merge in the installation—fear, anxiety, isolation, aggression,
pleasure, and fun—perhaps reminding us that “[t]he very experience of being under surveillance is
ambivalent” (Koskela 2000: 258).
Finally, spectators might feel revulsion and horror towards the digital avatar. The bruises and traces of
violence on his body do not have any clear referent, creating an uncanny atmosphere of some looming
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unidentifiable threat. The texture of his skin, his human voice, and his human-like appearance create feelings
of unease and dread, what has been coined the “uncanny valley” by roboticist Masahiro Mori (2012). Mori’s
hypothesis is that, when encountering life-like objects like humanoid robots, our emotional response
changes relative to the degree of resemblance to real humans—when they appear almost like real human
beings, but fail to do so completely, the result is uncanny feelings of eeriness and revulsion (Mori 2012).
This idea is easily transferable from robotics to CGI. The human-like qualities of the texture of the digital
avatar’s bruised skin, bloodshot eyes, dirty nails, and the stains on his sweater—in sum, the blurred
boundaries between human/non-human and the decomposition of his body shown in hyperreal
representations—are part of the reason why Safe Conduct achieves such an uncanny atmosphere. However,
the avatar also brings forth associations with the zombie and the corpse. These associations intermingle.
Alongside this dread there is also, as noted, an attraction present; in the avatar’s humming along to the
Boléro, our own humming along to the Boléro. The implications of disaster, death, and violence cater to
certain fantasies that are present in the cultural imaginary of destruction post-9/11, perhaps suggesting our
complicity in the machinery of surveillance and security operating on our own bodies today. This looming,
unidentifiable threat perceived in the atmosphere of Safe Conduct is produced by the rituals of preemptive
action. The “invisible” surveillance and information gathering practices of sorting and analyzing the risk
potentials of future travelers work in tandem with the physical screening practices and architectural design
at the airport. Indeed, risk management practices and their bodily and affective effects are intentionally
calculated, as airport designers and operators attempt to engineer and facilitate affect and behavior (Adey
2008: 439). Brian Massumi (2010: 62) argues that “[t]hreat’s ultimately ambient nature makes preemptive
power an environmental power. Rather than empirically manipulate an object (of which actually it has none),
it modulates felt qualities infusing a life environment.” In other words: atmospheres. From this follows a
need to consider the effects on our bodies and lived experiences in this environment, not only in the airport,
but throughout the spaces of surveillance culture.
Conclusion: Atmospheres of Surveillance
“Atmospheres are productive, they are active agents. When you introduce atmosphere into a space, it
becomes a reality machine.”—Olafur Eliasson (cited in Borch 2014: 93)
How can thinking about surveillance through the lens of atmospheres and contemporary art add to
understandings of our present lived experience? In this article, I have proposed that the artwork Safe Conduct
effectively opens up new perspectives on how atmospheres of surveillance subtly and suggestively penetrate
everyday life down to our feelings, moods, and the movements of our bodies. The work illuminates how
our environment, the rhythms of the places and practices of our contemporary time, is experienced bodily—
as atmospheres. As the above quote from the Icelandic-Danish artist Olafur Eliasson suggests, atmospheres
can work as productive agents when introduced into a space. This parallels Böhme’s (2013, 2017)
perspective on atmospheres, which proposes that we see atmospheres as deliberatively produced. Spatial
environments of surveillance, such as the airport security check, urban spaces structured by CCTV,
flowerpots, bollards, and other material structures designed for safety and to prevent terrorism, as well as
less tangible infrastructures of surveillance, create atmospheres which envelop our bodies. However, Böhme
(2013, 2017) also considers atmospheres as perceived—contributing to his observation that atmospheres are
always something spatial and always something emotional. Following this, I consider atmospheres of
surveillance as having productive effects on our bodies and feelings. Atmospheres have effects on our bodies
by directing our movements and engagements, by rehearsing, for example, brace positions and how to go
through security rituals, gestures learnt and incorporated in our bodily repertoire. Atmospheres have effects
on our feelings by affecting our perceptions by implying the need for surveillance—by invoking the
perceived threat and danger, producing moods of anxiety and paranoia, training our subjectivities for
catastrophe. In addition, there comes the imperative of performing a trustworthy behavior.
The de-familiarized airport security check in Safe Conduct reminds us how, in the airport, surveillance is
everywhere, and, hence, it becomes the spatial representation of a surveillance society seldom “seen.” Thus,
Safe Conduct displays the dark side of embodied surveillance practices, perfectly trained bodies compliant
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to rituals of control. However, I have also shown how the work opens up desire, fun, and the complicities
of surveillance in contemporary surveillance culture. Eliasson goes on to say that “it is important to note
that we are often numb to the atmospheres that surrounds us. Here, architectural detail and artistic
intervention can make people more aware of an already existing atmosphere. That is, materiality can actually
make atmospheres explicit—it can draw your attention and amplify your sensitivity to a particular
atmosphere” (Borch 2014: 95). Applying these insights to the domain of surveillance, my suggestion is that
thinking about the lived, embodied experience of surveillance through the lens of contemporary art can
make certain atmospheres more explicit to us. In Safe Conduct, the scenes from the airport security check
blend together with fragments of real footage from a sausage factory and the mechanical rhythms of Boléro,
illuminating a surveillance machinery at work, ever so slightly modulating bodies through repetition. In the
words of James Harding (2018: 90), despite its connotations of passive spectatorship, or “watching,”
“[s]urveillance is primarily a mode of directing.” It is an active force, orchestrating and influencing human
interaction and behavior (Harding 2018: 90).
In this article, I have experimented with written vignettes responding to my embodied, aesthetic experience
of atmospheres of surveillance in the artwork Safe Conduct. The vignettes form an intrinsic part of the
contribution: by absorbing and performing the atmospheres of surveillance experienced inside the
installation, the vignettes demonstrate how surveillance can contain and co-produce atmospheres. As for the
aesthetic experience of Safe Conduct, it will invariably open up in different ways for different spectators.
Nonetheless, it is my hope that the vignettes express the artwork in ways that can create resonance. In
conclusion, my analysis of Safe Conduct illuminates how certain atmospheres involve intentionality—more
or less subtle suggestions for behavior. Being more sensitive to the atmospheres of surveillance in our
environment can give us a space to think critically about how these atmospheres affect us, how they are
absorbed bodily, and how they attune our being: how surveillance is “in the air.” This speaks to the special
place of contemporary art: it can highlight what goes on around us, as it is going on, and is a domain for
questioning and facing the contemporary and how it influences our lifeworld.
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